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blocker in order to see our subscription offer. See comments. Topics JRPG. Social Links , also
known as S. They were renamed Confidants in Persona 5. Each Social Link represents a single
Arcana , and raising a particular Social Link increases the experience bonus the protagonists
receive when they fuse Personas of that Arcana. By completing a Social Link, it unlocks the
ultimate Persona of that Arcana. Social Links can, however, be reversed if the protagonists do
not spend time with the respective people holding the Link, end up booking two holiday
invitations on one day, or gave an improper answer during their conversations. The reverse
effect will also continue to last until the protagonist reconciles with them. At some point a
Social Link can even be broken, prohibiting the protagonist from fusing Personas from the
respective Arcana. In Persona 3 , most Social Links can be reversed through the
aforementioned methods, and dialogue choices that will lead to a broken link are difficult to
figure without a guide. In Persona 4 however, only Ai Ebihara and Naoto Shirogane 's Social
Link can be reversed or broken through very specific and obvious dialogue choices, and Links
can no longer be broken or reversed by not spending time with their respective characters. The
Social Link system was first introduced in Persona 3. The whole purpose of the Social Link at
this point was to give considerable amounts of experience to newly-fused Personas and unlock
new ones. Social links in Portable function in the same manner as Persona 3 with some new
additions based on the system in Persona 4. Like Persona 4 , the protagonist's team members
can gain special abilities, such as taking a mortal blow, follow-up attacks and a chance to
survive a fatal attack once per fight. However, unlike Persona 4 , these abilities are
automatically earned for all members when the player ranks up the Fool Social Link which is
automatic throughout the game , rather than from each individual party member's Social Link
events. Social Links play a larger role in Persona 4 , where the protagonist's Social Links with
his friends are directly related to their battle factor. For example, a level one Magician Arcana
Social Link allows Yosuke Hanamura to take a mortal blow for the protagonist that would
normally kill him. Margaret advises the protagonist to balance his time of venturing into the
Midnight Channel with his spending time with his friends, as Social Links are what create the
protagonist's " World. In Golden , S. Links with teammates also give new skills to the Persona of
that teammate when the link reaches some certain level 2, 4, 6, etc. Link are moved to higher

levels e. Both Ren Amamiya and Makoto Yuki can talk to their party members and velvet room
attendants, to learn more about them. The male protagonist's Social Links are still the same as
to the PS2 versions of the game; only the female protagonist's Social Links are listed here:. The
following pages contain comprehensive guides for each individual Social Link dialogue options.
The following pages contain comprehensive guides for each individual Social Link dialogue
options and skills. This is the general weekly schedule of the Social Links. Sometimes the
availability of each Social Link can change due to certain circumstances separate from their
schedule, such as the requirement to level up certain Social Stats , or having to complete the
current dungeon. Party Social Links will not be available if the dungeon is not yet completed.
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Tower. Social Link Rank Up after completing Margaret's request. Available every day after
completing its ema requests, even on rainy days. Available every day after completing his ema
requests, even on rainy days. Fool Arcana - I. Magician Arcana - 1 E. Councillor Arcana - II.
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focuses on the exploits of the Specialized Extracurricular Execution Squad SEES , a group of
high-schoolers defending their home city from monsters known as Shadows. Persona 3 is set in
a fictional Japanese city in the year Due to past events, there is a hidden period between one
day and the next known as the "Dark Hour", during which most people become unconscious a
state the game calls "Transmogrification", symbolized by normal people turning into floating
coffins , and Shadows feed on the minds of those still aware of their surroundings. In addition, a
large tower called Tartarus, filled with Shadows, rises out of the ground during the Dark Hour.
Persona 3 mixes elements of role-playing and simulation games: during the day, the player
attends school, and is able to spend time with other characters, forming relationships known as
Social Links. These Social Links, when formed, have gameplay benefits, increasing the player's
proficiency in battle. To combat Shadows, each member of SEES is capable of summoning a
Persona, a being which is a manifestation of one's psyche. Persona-users summon their
Personas by firing a gun-like object called an Evoker at their head. Shigenori Soejima designed
the world and cast of Persona 3. The members of SEES include Yukari Takeba , a popular girl;
Junpei Iori , a class clown and the Protagonist's best friend; Akihiko Sanada , the captain of
Gekkoukan's boxing team; Mitsuru Kirijo , Gekkoukan's student council president; Fuuka
Yamagishi , a shy girl who takes on a support role in battle; Aigis , a female android designed to
fight Shadows; Ken Amada , an elementary school student whose mother was killed by a
Persona-user ; Koromaru , a dog capable of summoning a Persona; and Shinjiro Aragaki , a
returning member of SEES who had previously left the team. The group encounters other
Persona-users who are working against their efforts to eradicate Shadows, Tartarus, and the
Dark Hour. The new game makes revisions to the original gameplay of Persona 3 referred to as
"The Journey" , and adds a new epilogue to the original story, entitled "The Answer". The
Answer introduces a new character, Metis , an anti-Shadow weapon like Aigis. In Atlus released
a PlayStation Portable remake of Persona 3 entitled Persona 3 Portable , which adds more
characters, including appearances by characters from the successor to Persona 3 , Persona 4 ,
released in Several Persona 3 characters also went on to make appearances in 's Persona 4
Arena and 's Persona 4 Arena Ultimax , both set two years after the events of "The Answer". In
reality, they hunt down Shadows and investigate the Dark Hour with the support of the Kirijo
Group. The protagonist is the nameable main player-controlled character of Persona 3. He is
unique among his cohorts in that he has the ability to carry multiple Personas and switch
between them during battle. With the power of the Wild Card he has access to over different

Personas. Over the course of the game, the player is challenged to manage his day-to-day
schedule as he attends school, takes part in extracurricular activities, and spends time with
classmates and other characters. Soejima wrote in Art of Persona 3 , "Initially, he looked more
honest, like an ordinary, handsome young man. But, I worked to achieve greater ambiguity in
his expression. Unlike the male protagonist, the female protagonist through her dialogue
opinions, is shown to be a very upbeat and energetic person, sometimes pulling jokes on her
friends, so they could be considered opposites. Later games explain that the two protagonists
exist within different timelines. In the manga adaptation of Persona 3 , he is portrayed as a quiet
teenager who often tired or drowsy, who likes to eat and cook food. In the animated movie
adaptation, he is portrayed as an ambivalent individual with an initially neutral viewpoint on the
film's themes of life and death, making his growth via newfound experiences the focus of the
movie. She wields a bow and arrows in battle as well as Wind elemental magic. Yukari's zeal for
investigation brings SEES a lot of trouble, but also gains the group valuable allies and
information. Yukari is popular at school because of her good looks, cheerful disposition, and
energetic attitude. Though outwardly friendly and extroverted, she is very careful not to let
anyone get truly close to her. She constantly picks on Junpei, hides her true motives from the
group, and represses a lot of anger and sorrow about her past. It is revealed that Yukari has
been on her own for quite some time. Her father died a mysterious death a decade ago, in , and
her mother neglects her in favor of a string of shallow boyfriends. She slowly begins to open up
to the protagonist because he is an orphan having lost both of his parents in the same incident
and can understand her isolation. Midway through the game, Yukari discovers that her father
was involved in the incident that unleashed the Shadows upon the world. Yukari is forced to
face her anger and overcome it, and decides to fight for her friends and her father's memory. If
the protagonist makes the correct choices, Yukari will fall in love with him. If the player chooses
not to date any girls, Yukari will appear for all the dating events. In Persona 3: FES's The
Answer , Yukari is the group member who is most reluctant to go back into battle against the
Shadows and seems that she only wants to move on with her life. However, she fell in love with
the protagonist, and as such, is bitter and jealous towards Aigis, who was not only able to
spend the last moment with the protagonist before his death, but also inherited his powers. As
such, Yukari constantly shows random mood swings towards her. After witnessing the
protagonist's sacrifice and the burden he must carry, she finally overcomes her jealousy,
apologizing to Aigis and offer her to become her roommate. Yukari appears as a playable
character in the fighting game Persona 4 Arena Ultimax. While filming on location, a real
helicopter appears with Mitsuru coming out of it, asking Yukari for her help in a new emergency.
Within the events of the game, her Persona is Isis. Shigenori Soejima comments that he
designed Yukari with the contemporary look, which caused her to be popular on and off with the
development team during the making of the game. Junpei is a poor student who plays the class
clown in order to mask his insecurities. His chosen weapon is a two-handed sword, which he
wields like a baseball bat, and learns some Fire-based skills. Junpei becomes a member of
SEES near the beginning of the game. Akihiko finds him crying in a convenience store during
the Dark Hour, and does not realize that he has the potential to call a Persona until Akihiko tells
him about it. His decision to join SEES is a swift one, and Yukari is dismayed when he
immediately moves into their dorm. Initially, Junpei fights because "playing hero" makes him
feel like less of a loser. He uses his place in SEES to prop up his low self-esteem, neglects his
classwork, and snaps at the protagonist out of jealousy over his unique Persona abilities.
Junpei only becomes more serious after he meets Strega member Chidori. They fall for each
other, and though she continues to fight SEES, her feelings for Junpei eventually come into
conflict with her loyalty to Takaya and her fear of death. When Takaya fatally attacks Junpei,
Chidori uses her Persona powers to save his life at the cost of her own. Junpei becomes a
more-focused and determined young man after Chidori's death. Junpei's relationship with the
female protagonist remains strictly platonic, because of his feelings towards Chidori. Junpei
appears as a playable character in Persona 4 Arena Ultimax. After graduating, Mitsuru hired him
to be one of her "Shadow Operatives" in fighting Shadow appearances. However, on the side,
he coaches a little league baseball team. While traveling to a game, he falls asleep on the train
and misses his stop, ending up in Inaba. There, he reunites with the other Shadow Operatives
and becomes involved in the sudden onset of the red fog. During the game, he uses the
Persona Trismegistus. Shigenori Soejima has stated that Junpei is "the most important
character when it comes to getting the player to buy into the story," because he is the major
character who looks and acts the most like a normal teenager. Beautiful and elegant, she is the
school's top ranking valedictorian and student council president. In battle, she wields
one-handed swords such as rapiers and sabers and Ice-based magic. At the beginning of the
game she avoids battle and acts as a support character, offering analysis and advice. She joins

the party in combat only after the discovery of Fuuka Yamagishi, whose Persona's analysis
power is much stronger. Throughout the story, Mitsuru hides many details about Tartarus and
the Dark Hour from the group, due to feelings of guilt over her family's involvement in the
accident that created them. Since her grandfather was responsible for everything, she believes
that she alone bears the burden of setting the world right. Her Persona was artificially induced
to allow her to participate in the battle against the Shadows. Mitsuru loses all will to fight after
Ikutsuki kills her father, since restoring the family honor is meaningless without a family. She
regains her resolve thanks to some intervention from Yukari. She decides to take over
leadership of the Kirijo Group after the conflict with Nyx is finished and she graduates high
school. In order to attract such an ambitious young woman he must maximize his Academic
statistic, and rank first in his class for at least one exam. If the player makes the correct
choices, Mitsuru will fall in love with the protagonist. Mitsuru appears as a playable character in
Persona 4 Arena , which takes place over two years after the events of "The Answer". Now 20
years old, Mitsuru is a university student and the leader of the Shadow Operatives, a group
composed of Persona users that fights Shadows. He is a hard worker who balances a high GPA
with near-constant training. Since Akihiko is a boxer, he uses gloves and claws in battle, but his
Personas also let him wield Electricity-based magic. He cannot fight for the first part of the
game, due to injuries received during the Dark Hour. He and Shinjiro were close friends as
children, having grown up in an orphanage together with Akihiko's now-deceased sister Miki.
However, one night when the two were chasing down a Shadow, Shinjiro's Persona went out of
control and an innocent bystander was killed: Ken Amada's mother. When Akihiko realizes that
Ken only volunteered for SEES as a means to get revenge on Shinjiro, he tries to save both of
them from making grave mistakes, but he arrives too late. Though Ken lets go of his vendetta,
Shinjiro is fatally shot while protecting him from Takaya. In the end, Shinjiro's way of facing
death head on gave Akihiko the courage to carry on in spite of all his losses. Akihiko is
determined that Shinjiro's death not be in vain and to be just as fearless in the face of his own
mortality. When Mitsuru first asked him to join her in fighting Shadows, she decided to create
an Evoker that would grab his attention, leading to the Evoker's gun shape. In his Social Link he
expresses his deep memory towards Miki and how the female protagonist reminded him of her.
With the correct choices, Akihiko will fall in love with the female protagonist. He also appears in
the non-canonical anime Persona: Trinity Soul , which takes place in a sequel of the Persona 3
world. Akihiko is a playable character in Persona 4 Arena , which takes place over two years
after "The Answer". Akihiko went to college after graduating high school, joining Mitsuru's
Shadow Operatives, but left school to travel the world and train his body to become stronger.
His travels came to an end after being called by Mitsuru to search for Labrys. His Persona in the
game is Caesar. Shigenori Soejima had wanted to create a "cool upperclassman" when Akihiko
was developed with "an impressive aura about him". She is found to be a Persona-user by
Akihiko, although he suspects that she would be unable to fight. In May, one of her bullies is
found outside of the front of the school gate, unconscious. A rumor begins to spread that she
was attacked by a ghost inside Gekkoukan. Fuuka is able to summon her Persona for the first
time, and finds that she can detect the weaknesses of the enemies. The ordeal causes her to fall
unconscious for several days, after which Fuuka accepts Mitsuru's offer to join SEES, and
moves into the dorm with the rest of the team. She replaces Mitsuru as the player's support
character, and Mitsuru becomes an active combatant in battle. In June, Yukari asks her to
research an incident related to Gekkoukan which occurred ten years ago, as she believes
Mitsuru is hiding something about the origins of Tartarus, as well as her father's death. She
appears in Persona 4 Arena as a non-playable character in the game's story and as an optional
commentator. Soejima, in his designing Fuuka, tried to make her not seem weak or helpless. In
addition, he worked to "convey her strong will through her facial expressions. She is the last
surviving model of their experimental anti-Shadow weapon. When Ryoji Mochizuki transfers to
Gekkoukan High, she immediately acts hostile towards him and warns the protagonist that Ryoji
is dangerous. Aigis realizes why she feels such hostility toward Ryoji and hunts him down one
night, during a full moon, where she confronts him on Moonlight Bridge. Ten years ago Aigis'
mission was to defeat Death and avert the arrival of Nyx. During the battle at that very location
on Moonlight Bridge, she realized Death could not be defeated and decided to seal the entity
away in a young boy who was the sole survivor of a nearby car crash. That young boy was the
protagonist and is the reason behind her instincts to protect him. Her explanation triggers
Ryoji's memories and he finally realizes that he is, in fact, the incarnation of Death. In an
attempt to fulfill her purpose, Aigis attacks Ryoji, but he easily defends himself, heavily
damaging her in the process. The Kirijo Group are able to repair Aigis and when she returns,
she begins to shows more human-like qualities and emotions. After defeating Nyx, she is the
only one who remembers Tartarus, the Dark Hour, and the protagonist's sacrifice during his

borrowed month of life after the defeat of Nyx. She allows him to live like a normal student for
the few precious weeks that he has. Finally, on Graduation Day, as she is holding the
protagonist in her lap, she suddenly realizes what it means to be human and also the true
purpose in her existence is to protect the life of the protagonist. Yet sadly, as soon as she
comes to this revelation, the protagonist begins to fall into a coma in her arms. As Aigis
helplessly witnesses and understands what is happening to the protagonist, she vows to
always protect his life. During her story, Aigis is filled with grief over the death of the main
story's protagonist and wishes to become a mere machine as she once was, until Metis makes
her realize that she's still able to fulfil her promise made to the main story's protagonist. With
this realization, she decides to continue attending Gekkoukan High as Yukari's roommate rather
than returning to the lab, as she had initially planned. She also appears as a playable character
in Persona 4 Arena , which takes place over two years after "The Answer". Also, in Elizabeth's
story mode, she, along with her successor and fellow Wild Card wielder Yu Narukami, help
Elizabeth understand the true nature of the Wild Card. Aigis was created to remind people of the
robots being used in manga, even though Shigenori Soejima admits that he didn't want to
create her since a robot like her does not exist currently in the modern world. Shinjiro is a
childhood friend of Akihiko, who continually asks him to forget the past and rejoin SEES.
However, Shinjiro warns Ken that if he kills him, he will "end up like [Shinjiro] and will regret it.
In battle, Shinjiro attacks with blunt weapons. He is forced to regularly take special suppressant
pills to properly control his Persona, at the cost of his health. At the end of the Social Link, the
female protagonist finds Shinjiro's watch that he lost. Upon giving him the watch, Shinjiro will
survive the fatal shooting from Takaya in the October 4th event, but remains hospitalized for the
rest of the game. In a new cycle, he is discharged from the hospital on the final day of the game
to be with the female protagonist. His mother was killed two years prior to the events of Persona
3 by a Persona-user, although the death was officially listed as an accident. On October 4,
during a full moon, Ken lures Shinjiro to an alley behind Port Island Station, intending to kill him
and avenge his mother. However, Takaya, a member of the group Strega, intervenes, revealing
that Shinjiro will soon die anyway due to his use of Persona-suppressant pills, and that Ken was
planning to commit suicide after killing Shinjiro. Ken briefly runs from the dorm following the
incident; after being encouraged by Akihiko, however, he gains the resolve to return to SEES,
and his Persona changes form. In battle, Ken wields a spear. He chose this as his weapon
because it would compensate for his lack of height, although his height makes the weapon
more difficult for him to use. In the Japanese version of the game, the female protagonist has
the option of pursuing a romantic relationship with Ken. Due to cultural differences, his Social
Link is slightly edited in the English version in order to make Ken's feelings seem more like a
crush with the female protagonist seeing him as a younger brother. Ken appears as a playable
character in Persona 4 Arena Ultimax , fighting alongside Koromaru. In designing Ken, Soejima
focused more on his appearance than his characteristics. He believes the shorts Ken wears give
him a "nostalgic" look in contrast to the modern setting of Persona 3 , noting in Art of Persona 3
that "kids these days hardly ever wear shorts. The player learns that the day March 31 has been
repeating itself over and over, and that the characters are trapped inside the dorm. When the
player's characters discover the Abyss of Time, an expansive area underneath the dorm
connected to the time loop, she joins SEES to help investigate, becoming a character under the
control of the player. Aigis later learns that Metis awoke in the Abyss with no memory of her
past, and only the knowledge that she had a sister who was in danger. Strega is a group of three
rogue Persona-users who use the Dark Hour for personal benefit. They set up an internet site
called "Revenge Request", where users can contract Strega to commit assassinations and other
illegal activities. Near the end of the game, the player discovers that Strega are artificial Persona
users created by the Kirijo Group. They were picked up off the street and used as fodder for the
corporation's experiments. Because their Personas were not awakened naturally, they must
take Persona Suppressants supplied by Ikutsuki, drugs that keep Personas from killing their
users, but have lethal side-effects. He functions as the main antagonist of the game, leading the
rival group of Persona-users and setting himself up as a false messiah. In battle, Takaya uses a
six-shot revolver to strike down his opponents. Aside from Aigis, he is the only Persona-user in
the game who does not use an Evoker to manifest his Persona, instead summoning it
"manually" by clutching his head and falling to his knees. Persona-users in previous games
also did not use Evokers, but summoning their Personas never appeared to cause them any
pain. Since Takaya does not have long to live, he lives fully for the moment, heedless of the
harm he causes others. His dearest wish is to see the world end along with his own life. Though
he does have some care for Jin and Chidori, he has no qualms about using either of them as
tools. At first, he tries to prevent SEES from killing the twelve Arcana Shadows, since it'll end
his Revenge Request website business and his 'powers', and as if he is trying to save the world

in his own way. But he embraces death once he realizes their true purpose. Near the end of the
game he creates a cult centered around the coming of Nyx as a salvation, with himself as the
high priest and Jin spreading rumors around the network. Afterwards he crawls to the top of the
tower to witness the final battle. Before he falls unconscious he calls Jin's name, making his
last statement, that he did not want to see the end without him. He uses grenades and bombs in
battle and is also a skilled computer hacker. Jin appears very eager to be rid of SEES, since he
believes that they are hypocrites who do not appreciate their own power. Despite his strong
belief in Takaya's goals, however, he is rational enough to limit his actions when necessary. He
is fiercely loyal to Takaya for "showing him out of darkness" and helping him through the Kirijo
Group's experiments. In spite of this, he often inadvertently helps SEES by revealing important
information, such as the truth behind Strega, their involvement in the coming of Nyx, and Shuji
Ikutsuki's real allegiance. After SEES defeats Jin near the end of the game, he commits suicide
with a grenade as a horde of shadows swarm towards him. In battle she utilizes a red chained
hand-axe. She uses Medea's ability to radiate life energy to keep Strega from being detected by
Fuuka's Persona. Like Takaya, she shows unusual Persona abilities, such as being able to heal
living creatures including her own wounds and manifest Medea outside of the Dark Hour.
Chidori and Junpei meet by chance at Port Island Station. While she is initially very unpleasant
to Junpei because he keeps interrupting her sketching, she eventually opens up to him due to
his kindness and persistence. When the plan fails, she is wounded and ends up held in the local
hospital. Mitsuru and Akihiko try to interrogate her, but meet little success. Junpei continues to
visit Chidori in the hospital, and the two become closer. He is very concerned about her habit of
cutting her wrists. However, after faking his death, Takaya returns to remind her where she truly
belongs. Ten days before the first full moon of December, Chidori is broken out of the hospital
and rejoins Strega, but her loyalties begin to falter when she is forced to fight Junpei, and when
he is wounded by Takaya, she comes to terms with her love for him. She sacrifices her life to
save his through the use of her Persona, and ends up giving Junpei some of her Persona's
regenerative power, namely the passive skill Spring of Life which restores HP every turn. This
results in Junpei's Persona being reborn. After her death Junpei inherits her sketch-book,
which turns out of have been full of pictures of him. However, Chidori has no memories of the
events in the game, including Junpei. She is revived when doctors take her corpse in for
autopsy. For a tribute, they use the flowers she had in her room and placed them on her chest.
Since Chidori constantly gave her life force to them every time Junpei came to visit her, her
body took back its energy from the flowers and brought her back to life. It was hinted that
Chidori had not completely lost all her memories, and that she had plans to find the person of
her dreams as soon as she recovers. Though she did not appear physically in the games, she
was mentioned by Junpei several times during date cafe in PQ and while he was daydreaming
of proposing to her, before waking up on the train in Arena Ultimax. When fighting against
Shadows, Junpei said he wouldn't let Chidori worry about him again. Junpei is seen wearing a
cross necklace in Arena Ultimax, which he mentions that it was given to him by her. He
experiences the Dark Hour but does not have a Persona. He is known among the members of
SEES for his silly jokes. However, after doing so, SEES learns that they were actually aiding in
Ikutsuki's efforts to summon Nyx to Earth and bring about the end of the world. It is later
revealed that ten years prior, Ikutsuki worked as a scientist at Kirijo's Ergo Research division,
studying Shadows and performing various inhumane experiments while attempting to artificially
induce Personas into individuals like Strega and Sho Minazuki , the latter of whom treated him
as a father. The two simultaneously fire guns at each other, killing Takeharu and wounding
Ikutsuki. When Aigis breaks free of her reprogramming, Ikutsuki jumps from Tartarus to his
death. She is drawn to humanity by The Appriser, and would bring about the end of the world if
brought to Earth. This accumulated malice of the human race manifested in a monster called
Erebus, which is attempting to break the seal created by the protagonist. It is not an actual
Shadow - rather, Erebus is a large monster created from the accumulated malice and despair
from the human race; it is attempting to break the Great Seal the protagonist created to keep
Nyx from returning to Earth. Early on in Persona 3 , he encourages the protagonist to form
Social Links, saying they will determine his potential in combat. Near the conclusion of the
game, when SEES is unable to stop Nyx's descent to Earth, Igor aids the protagonist in
unveiling the power of the "Universe", using the power of the Social Links he has formed.
Despite the death of Isamu Tanonaka due to myocardial infarction in , the animated movie
adaptation in still uses his original voices recorded in the game. Igor appears in the anime
series Persona: Trinity Soul as a fortune-teller, and interacts with the series' protagonist Shin
Kanzato. She maintains the Persona Compendium, from which the player may retrieve
previously owned Personas for a price, and gives the player special requests in exchange for
special rewards. She left to find a way to rescue the protagonist of Persona 3 from his fate as

the seal between Nyx and humanity. Elizabeth's story mode ends with her gaining insight on the
nature of the Wild Card from Yu Narukami and Aigis, and she gains her own Fool arcana,
signifying the start of a journey. He was introduced as a character in Persona 3 Portable , and
can take Elizabeth's place as Igor's assistant if the player controls the female protagonist. Like
Elizabeth in the male protagonist's route, he maintains the Persona Compendium, from which
the player may retrieve previously owned Personas for a price, and gives the player special
requests in exchange for special rewards. These requests include tasks such as retrieving
specific items or creating Personas with specific abilities. Margaret also appears in Persona 3
Portable as the person-in-charge of the Vision Quest Chamber, which simulates special battles
based on their memories with rewards. The party may challenge her upon completions of all the
battles. He becomes known for his tendency to ask every girl he sees at school on a date. It is
here Ryoji regains memory of his past, realizing he is actually a human manifestation of Death,
or The Appriser. Ten years prior to the events of Persona 3 , the two fought on the same bridge,
and Aigis, unable to defeat Death, sealed it inside the protagonist, who was a child at the time. If
they were to kill him, their memories of the Dark Hour would vanish, allowing them to continue
living unaware of their impending death. Knowing his fate of being the human manifestation of
Death, he develops his sense of humanity, especially with the feelings to the female
protagonist. A Ganguro , she has an extremely tanned complexion, and orange-ish hair, similar
in the style of most ganguro, or gyaru. She's shown to have a rather sadistic side, and has a
knack for anyalzing people, and knowing exactly what to say to make them feel worthless.
Fuuka, at first, was her target, because of Natsuki's own insecurities. She was drawn in by
Fuuka's calls for help, and went into Tartarus. Fuuka saved her from a Shadow by summoning
her Persona, which encased them in a protective shell inside of her. After the ordeal, Natsuki
lost her memory of the event, but apologized to Fuuka. The two quickly became best friends,
and Natsuki's attitude proved a positive influence on Fuuka, making her a more confident girl.
Natsuki's father became ill, and her family didn't have enough money, so they were forced to
move. Natsuki then revealed that she and Fuuka were more similar than they thought, because
Natsuki's parents both didn't pay much attention to her, claiming that they acted like she didn't
even exist. She provided Fuuka with the resolve to earn her ascendant Persona, sending a text
message to Fuuka saying that "No matter how far apart we may be, we will always be
connected", which gave Fuuka her resolve. She also provided Fuuka another set of advice,
claiming that "If they don't accept you for who you are, then screw 'em. Natsuki also claimed
that "I like you, even if you don't like yourself. Zen and Rei are amnesiacs encountered in
Persona Q: Shadow of the Labyrinth : they are residents of a mysterious haven in the rift which
takes the shape of Yasogami High part of the setting for Persona 4 , and due to story events do
not appear in any other Persona title involving the members of SEES or the Investigation Team.
Zen is a taciturn young man who is unfamiliar with people's habits and has a tendency to take
things too literally, but is otherwise devoted to Rei's well-being, while Rei is a cheerful and
innocent girl who has a strange metabolism that causes her to be forever hungry. Depending on
which protagonist was chosen at the start, either SEES or the Investigation Team will encounter
them first. If the Persona 3 protagonist is chosen, then Fuuka locates the first labyrinth
somewhere near where the team is gathered by picking up on Shadow signals. However, before
they can enter, Zen and Rei appear and interrupt them. Since they intend to enter a maze which
doubles as a Shadows' nest, the protagonist allows them to join SEES for the time being. When
they meet the Investigation Team, SEES decides to attempt to restore Zen and Rei's memories
as this is their only lead to a way out of the haven in the rift. Zen is later revealed to be a part of
Chronos, a being presiding over death, who was sent to take a young girl named Niko who had
died of illness to "where all life returns". At this stage, Rei is abducted and the school's clock
tower undergoes a Tartarus-esque transformation, and although Zen at first decides to save her
on his own, SEES and the Investigation Team resolve to stay and help him out. Zen uses a
crossbow in battle. With this, he can shoot various objects at enemies, such as arrows or
bullets. Unlike the other members of SEES, neither he nor Rei possess or are able to use
Personas: however, they are capable of fighting Shadows by using an array of battle abilities
unique to them. When Rei is kidnapped, Zen starts using the abilities she was using until then.
She is a teenage girl that one day woke up in the movie theater, she is the last person to enter
the cinema. At first, she is very shy and quiet, and will have difficulties speaking to anyone that
isn't Nagi, another resident of the theater. Her shyness is due to the drauma and depression of
her bad past: she was often bullied and made fun of by others for being different, although due
to psychogenic amnesia she can't properly remember her past during the game. Unable to cope
with the pain of living, she ended up in the Cinema in the collective unconsciousness during a
dream, there she meets Nagi, who promesses Hikari to protect her from any harm by isolating
her from reality. As our heroes change the endings of the movies, Hikari slowly starts to open

up and begins communicating with them, and later in the game. After finishing the third
labyrinth, Hikari followes Doe to one of the movies, titled??? After facing her past memories
with courage and accepting them, Hikari successfully rehabilitates from her depression and
acts as a combat support. After the ending of the game, Hikari wakes up from her dream, and is
now able of speaking to her father again, confessing her desire to continue the production of
the movie that she was creating before she fell into depression. Curator of the Cinema, Nagi is a
woman that protects Hikari from all harm by keeping her in the Cinema, and Hikari thinks she is
the only person who can trust due to her kind and caring personality. She congratulates our
heroes every time they clear a labyrinth, even claiming that she doesn't have a choice. However,
near the end of the game, she drops off her guise and reveals herself as Enlil , an administrator
of the collective unconsciousness with a delusional and patronizing view towards humanity,
believing that they are weak willed and the only way to give them salvation is to trap them inside
her cinema domain, putting an end to their thoughts and isolating them from the hardships of
life, at the cost of their freedom and increasing their depression even further. After our heroes
defeat her, she returns into the form of the black-haired Nagi and vanishes into light, finally
acknowledging the possibilities and strengths of humanity, but not before leaving a warning
that she will return as long as people wish for her to, finally allowing the party to leave the
Cinema. He is a weird shadow-like figure that is mostly quiet, that one day appeared in the
theater, acting as a weird projectionist that would play the same movies over and over again. He
would generate a key able to unlock the Cinema exit every time a labyrinth was completed.
Hikari is very afraid of him, and has a lot of trouble communicating or getting near with him,
although she starts to become less fearful as the game progresses. After Hikari consensually
followed Doe, leading her to??? Our heroes, thinking that Doe kidnapped Hikari, they fight him
in the deepest part of the labyrinth, after he goes berserk due to Hikari rejecting him. After they
defeat him the truth is revealed: Doe is nothing more than a cognition of Hikari's father, created
by her due to her depression and low self-esteem, starting to make her develop an inability to
differ what is actually harmful to her and what actually isn't. This causes her to develop
paranoia towards her father's supposed goodwill that results in the creation of Doe, whom she
perceives as a terrifying figure that she could not even get close to. Realizing this, Hikari steps
forward and hugs him, as he turns into an image of her father. She tearfully confesses all of her
negative thoughts to him, and after the confession, he turns into one of the keys and fades into
light. Policeman Kurosawa is a police officer found at a station in Paulownia Mall. He also
makes an appearance in Persona 4 Arena , having been promoted to Detective and working
under Mitsuru. He is seen in Inaba at her request. He is the son of Kouetsu Kirijo, the
corporation's former president, who began a series of experiments on Shadows seeking to
harness their power. The corporation blamed the incident on him, although he was attempting
to stop the Kirijo Group's work. With Persona 3 Portable , Atlus inserted cameo appearances by
two characters from Persona 4. A younger version of Yukiko Amagi, a playable character in
Persona 4 , makes an appearance in Persona 3 Portable. She is seen when the player's
character visits Inaba, the setting of Persona 4 , in a new event added in Persona 3 Portable. A
Persona 3 Portable exclusive character, he is a cameo appearance of Vincent Brooks, the main
protagonist from Atlus's then-upcoming game, Catherine. He appears in the bar "Club
Escapade" on certain days, though in the game he never reveals his name and is simply
referred to as "Man Drinking Alone" in his dialogue boxes. In conversing with the player
character, he reveals hints related to his problems presumably his nightmares along with his
problems with Katherine and Catherine although not referring to them by name , though also
states specifically that they are "nothing that [the player character] needs to worry about". He
still appears as part of Rio's Social Link. He is a talented artist, but he is pressured by his father,
who is a doctor, to inherit his family's hospital. She fears that she is too much of a tomboy to
ever been seen by someone in a romantic light. In Persona 3 Portable , if the player controls the
female protagonist, she will have feelings for Kazushi Miyamoto. He is part of the sewing club,
and his dream is to live in Japan while making one of the best kimonos ever. In midpoint of his
Social Link, Bebe receives news that his aunt in France died, and is being ordered to return
home. He decides to make a sophisticated kimono and show it to his uncle to try to convince
him to let Bebe stay in Japan. At the near end of the game, the protagonist receives a letter from
Bebe saying that his uncle was convinced to let him stay, but decides not to as he realizes that
he is not very knowledgeable of Japan just yet. They are dealing with the death of their son, a
former teacher at Gekkokan, and want to stop the school from cutting down the tree planted in
his memory. Throughout the game, he occasionally appears in the protagonist's bedroom at
night to talk to him, and remind him of an upcoming full moon. Initially, his memory is
fragmented, but by the end of the Link, he clearly remembers who he is and what his purpose is.
He says goodbye to the protagonist, who later learns that he and Ryoji Mochizuki, a student at

Gekkoukan High School, are the same person. He takes the protagonist under his wing to teach
him about the business industry. In Persona 4 , Tanaka has become a very successful business
man, selling his items Sundays on a local network. In Persona 5, Tanaka seemed to have fallen
somewhat, selling items over a virtual black market accessible by repairing a broken laptop. He
abandoned his family to become a monk, and is afraid of facing them. With the help of the
protagonist, Mutatsu gains the courage to face his family and ask for forgiveness. Originally his
rival, Mamoru reveals much about his personal life and how he has to financially support his
family. The protagonist encourages him not to give up and continue to strive for being the best
he can. Through the protagonist' interaction with Akinari, he helps him in understanding his
purpose in life and helps him to overcome his grief of his disease. Upon maximizing the Social
Link, Akinari gives the protagonist his finished book to be publishedâ€”and disappears before
his startled eyes. The female protagonist can become friends with her by joining either the
tennis club or volleyball club. She is childhood friends with Kenji Tomochika and is friends with
Yuko. She secretly has a crush on Kenji. She briefly appears in the Persona: 3 The Movie. If
playing the female route she replaces Kazushi. She can become friends with the female
protagonist by joining the Library committee or Health committee. She needs encouragement to
stand for herself by the female protagonist. If playing the female route, she replaces Ms. The
cast of Persona 3 was well received by critics. Some of the relationships are humorous, some
are heartbreaking, and some are downright goofy. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Redirected from Characters of Persona 3. Wikipedia list article. Main article: Protagonist
Persona 3. Main article: Mitsuru Kirijo. Retrieved Persona 3. Igor: The ability evolves as you
develop your Social Links--your emotional ties with others. The stronger your Social Links, the
more powerful your Persona ability. Please remember that. Art of Persona 3. Internet Movie
Database. Archived from the original on December 3, Retrieved November 27, Retrieved
December 29, Behind The Voice Actors. Retrieved 13 September Persona 3 PlayStation 2.
Edogawa : The Lovers represents choice. Here, the individual's consciousness has finally
surfaced. Yukari: J-Junpei!? Why is HE here!? He'll be staying here as of today. You've gotta be
kidding me! He has the potential, but he just awakened to it recently I told him about us, and he
agreed to help. For real!? Edogawa : The next card, The Magician, represents action and
initiative Shuji Ikutsuki : So, Mitsuru wasn't born with the ability to summon a Persona; she was
forced to learn how. Edogawa : The Empress represents motherhood and the life it brings forth.
Persona 4 Arena. Mitsuru: The reason I formed this Shadow Operatives it to save lives. Mitsuru:
As for what was stolen Aigis mentioned its name a while ago. Retrieved January 10, Edogawa
Yukari: Yamagishi? Oh, that girl in 2-E She gets sick a lot, from what I heard I don't see her at
school very often. That's how we found out about her. But, maybe she's not cut out for battle. I
had an Evoker made for her, too Junpei: Hey, Yuka-tan, have you seen the posts on the student
message board? You know, how last week, that girl was found by the front gate? Well, there's
this rumor that it was an angry spirit from this one ghost story. Natsuki : May 29th We took
Fuuka to the gym You locked her in?! So, I opened it and went inside, but she wasn't there
Mitsuru : Tonight, we will infiltrate the campus. Our objective is to rescue Fuuka Yamagishi. Is
Fuuka inside the school somewhere? That's how Yamagishi wandered into Tartarus. That
means We can't jump to conclusions. Tartarus appears during the Dark Hour. So, what about
the rest of the day? So, even though it's been ten days for us, perhaps only ten hours have
passed for her. It's possible she's still alive. Uh, but the Dark Hour's pretty brutalâ€¦ We can
barely handle an hour; how's she gonna last ten? Junpei : Oh! Are you hurt? Have you run into
any monsters? I've managed to avoid them so far How's that possible?! Are you psychic?
Maybe even stronger, since Mitsuru's Persona is more battle-oriented. Yukari: Well, um I was
hoping you could do me a favor, with your skill I was doing some research on our school, and I
came across something strange Ten years ago, a lot of students missed school for some
reason. They were reported as absent, but I found some records that suggest it was something
serious. Do you know anything about it, Fuuka? Um, not really From what I've heard, this isn't
the first time Shadows have appeared But, I wonder And I'm not trying to make trouble, but
Mitsuru-senpai acts kinda weird whenever someone asks questions about Tartarus. If it doesn't
have anything to do with the Shadows, then fine. I understand. Okay, I'll see what I can do.
Edogawa : The Priestess represents contemplation and inner knowledge. July 17, Mitsuru: It
was two years ago, when we were pursuing an unusual Shadow that had escaped into the city
We were in a residential area, but the Shadow was all we were thinking about Aragaki was still
new, and he momentarily lost control of his power Unfortunately, there was a casualty: Amada's
mother. Shinriro: Dammit, I'm tired of your nagging. Akihiko: There's more. Ken Amada has
joined our team. He's now a Persona-user. Let me ask you one thing Was it his decision to join
SEES? He volunteered. I see. Then, count me in. Shinjiro: If you decide to take my life, you'll
end up like me. Just remember that Shinjiro: Come on, Ken, you're just a kid. You've got your

whole life ahead of you, so don't waste it. Make it your own, okay? Take care of him Senior in
Front: Will this speech ever end? I don't even know who this Aragaki guy was Prolly just some
punk. Anyway, I gotta get home Edogawa : This bliss makes him vulnerable to the illusions of
The Moon. Fears arise, and he follows the dim path in his heart with trepidation Takaya: And
besides, the breath of life is faint in you as well, child. After killing him, you were planning to
join him, were you not? A slight change in timing shouldn't matter too much. Ken: All this time,
I've just been running away I've made up my mind I'll see it through to the end. Nemesis has
given rise to Kala-Nemi! Ken: I chose a long weapon so I wouldn't lose to an adult's reach But
the longer the weapon, the better it is for taller people Edogawa : Justice represents the
knowledge of what is right and what is wrong. Persona 3 FES. I really don't know anything
about myself. About a month ago, I woke up here all alone You asked me about when I
discovered my emotions, but I don't have any memories I only knew two things when I woke up.
First, that I had a sister somewhere in the world who understood me And second Mitsuru: Metis
Who are you really? Won't you tell us? I couldn't bear the pain of losing him You must be My
lonely sister, always being afraid of being left alone You came to help me acknowledge and
confront the pain of living. Fuuka: I know that Ikutsuki-san just wants to entertain us, but his
jokes are really silly. Please, just ignore him. Takeharu Kirijo: What is going on here!? What is
the meaning of this!? They are to be sacrificesâ€”harbingers of the Fall. The arrangements are
complete The prophecy shall be fulfilled. I'm gonna rip you're head off! Ryoji: Nyx is the mother
of Shadows. In ancient times, she bestowed "Death" to this world. If she is awakened, darkness
will once again cover the land, and all life will vanish. Metis: As I understand it Nyx is neither
hostile nor malevolent A seal really isn't necessary. Metis: As I thought. The seal's real purpose.
It wasn't to hold back Nyx. It was a seal so that it couldn't be touched. It's the accumulated
malice that came from the hearts of countless living people. All of them Junpei: What's it
doin"!? Why the hell is it after us!? It wants my sister! She has the same power as the one who
created the seal Mitsuru: To stop the heart's yearning for destruction It's a formidable task.
People try to keep death at bay, but without it, they lose sight of life. It may be that there's no
way to fully eliminate this monster. Saboten Con. Archived from the original on 16 April Atlus U.
Igor: It may be possible now, with this newfound power You may be able to defeat the one who
cannot be defeated. What you have in your hands is the power of the Universe Persona 4.
Margaret: Before Elizabeth left A soul slumbers at the ends of the world-- that of a young man
who devoted himself to becoming a seal That soul is risking itself to prevent mankind, who has
lost the joy of living, from calling down ultimate destruction. She told me that she was going to
save him from that fate. S'up, dude? Whaddya think about that Ryoji kid? He's goin' around
askin' out every girl he sees! I wish I had his guts Aigis: Be careful of Ryoji-san There is
something about him I don't know exactly what, though. Aigis: Even so, your strength was far
greater than I anticipated. The only possible alternative was to seal you away And as
circumstance would have it, a suitable vessel was available: a human child standing nearby
Ryoji: Nyx's coming cannot be avoided. But, it is possible to live in peace until she arrives.
You'll have to If I were to disappear, all memories of the Dark Hour would disappear with me, as
would any recollection of the fate that awaits you. You won't remember anything. Edogawa :
Fortune represents fate, and the opportunities that come with it. Ashly Burch. Archived from the
original on 13 June Akihiko: Officer Kurosawa doesn't have the potential to enter the Dark Hour;
he's just an ordinary policeman. But, he knows about us and helps us out when he can. July 9,
Mitsuru: My grandfather was obsessed with Shadows. He wanted to harness their power, and
create something extraordinary. Yukari: This is the original video Dad tried to stop the
experiment. The Escapist. Kenji: I told you, right? I'm going after a teacher. I'm gonna ask her
out and make her fall in love with me. Her name is Ms. You don't know her, do you? She teaches
12th grade ethics. I'm totally acing her class. Kazushi: There are a lot of nosy guys on the team.
If they find out, they'll keep bugging me about it Edogawa : The Chariot represents victory for
the individual, but only a momentary one. My dad told me I should quit the Art Club. He said I
need to concentrate more on my studies I told him that the painting I submitted was selected to
be in the finals But he said I was just wasting my time. He said that because I'm his only son, it's
my responsibility to take over the hospital. Hidetoshi: The student body is also annoyed with
me. I rambled on about rules and fairness, but all I really proved was that I was desperate for
power Edogawa : The Emperor is an opposing card. It represents fathering and relates to
leadership and decision-making skills. Edogawa : Strength represents both passion and
self-control. It is depicted as power with reason. Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 4. Chihiro: I used
to get nervous very easily Sharp-looking student: My name is Chihiro Fushimi. I'm a third-year
student, and the Student Council President here at Gekkoukan. Edogawa : Temperance is the
balancing of opposites. Opening his eyes to the world allows the individual to grow Nozomi: I'm
not like my little brother I can't study for hours, and my stubby legs won't let me be athletic.

And, I'm genetically predisposed to spilling on my clothes. Everyone hates me. They all wish I
could be more like my little brother. And my body will glow, so I'll be safer at night! Then I won't
be inferior to my brother, and you won't hate to be seen with me! So please Edogawa : The
Hierophant represents formality and knowledge, and stands for religion. A message is written in
the sand. Toriumi: [Protagonist]-kun You're Tatsuya? I said all that No, no no no This is bad I'm
Maya, dammit! You got a problem with that!? Edogawa : The Hermit represents the individual's
search for answers by looking inward, deep inside his heart. Maiko: Once I run away, Mom and
Dad will have to work together to find me. This is gonna be great! Edogawa : The Hanged Man
reflects the individual's inability to take action. Pharos: Hi. Can you guess what I'm going to tell
you? The next full moon will be in one week. Are you prepared? Be careful, okay? Edogawa :
Spiritual death awaits the individual with the thirteenth card, which is aptly named Death. Death
is considered a transitional card: the old ends, and the new begins. Pharos: All the fragments of
my memory They've finally come together. I now know my role clearly. The time has come. As
difficult as it may be, I must tell you something. I am afraid this is goodbye. Narration: And the
boy named Pharos was actually Ryoji Edogawa : At The Tower, his values collapse on him. It
seems as if he no longer has anything to believe in, but Persona 4 Arena Persona 4 Arena
Ultimax. Persona 5 Strikers. Categories : Lists of Persona characters Lists of fictional Japanese
characters God complexes in fiction. Hidden categories: All articles lacking reliable references
Articles lacking reliable references from October CS1 uses Japanese-language script ja CS1
Japanese-language sources ja Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata Articles containing Japanese-language text All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from March Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Bahasa Melayu Suomi Edit links. Plenty of new fans flooded in, and, with the
Persona 5 making some gameplay changes, it seems like now is the perfect time to get into the
series. One of the most important aspects of the game is fusing personas to bring with you in
battle. Good players will have a diverse roster of personas ready for any situation. There are
plenty you can go for, but only a select few that are really good in terms of usability. Here they
are. Updated by Michael Connor Smith on April 23rd, Persona 5 is one of the biggest JRPGs of
all time, with an average playtime clocking in at well over hours, each of which is filled to the
brim with content and gameplay. With such a massive amount of Personas to recruit and fuse, it
becomes extremely daunting to tell the pack-leaders from the fusion fodder. This list was
updated to add in more Personas fit for being on a list with the best of them, as well as to
accommodate for the release of Persona 5 Royal. This updated version added even more
Personas as well as balance changes to existing ones, making the perfect opportunity to revisit
this list. Shiki-Ouji is a very good persona to have for the earlier stages of the game. Shiki-Ouji
is a good persona to have early on for a few reasons; he blocks gun, physical, and curse
attacks, which can come in handy when you least expect it. Cybele is great for players who want
to assume the role of healer. She has various healing and revival moves that will more often
than not save your party from some pretty inconvenient attacks. With one of the highest base
Endurance stats in the game paired with physical, gun, and Curse absorption, Abaddon stands
as one of the very best defensive Personas around. Abaddon is able to shut down a ton of
enemies with just its absorptions alone and can retaliate with good damage as well. Its strength
stat may not be the highest when compared to other later game Personas, but it still gets the job
done. Gigantomachia and Megaton Raid are going to be its most used attacks, and giving it
attack-boosting spells will turn it into quite a heavy hitter. Plus, he reflects Fire and Curse,
absorbs Ice, and blocks nuclear. This robotic, angelic deity is the ultimate Persona of the Moon
Arcana and functions as an amazing healer and attacker. It learns Samarecarm and Amrita
Shower to revive allies to full health and cure any status ailment, and learns some of the
strongest Bless, Almighty, and physical attacks. Sandalphon also has no weaknesses
whatsoever, resisting both physical and gun, repelling Bless, and Nullifying Curse. These
attributes make it function as both a great defensive Persona and one with the potential to deal
massive damage, especially when given abilities like Charge or Concentrate. Though she may
not look like it, Alice is actually a pretty tough customer. There are ways around his weakness
to fire, and the pros certainly outweigh the cons here. A powerful member of the Judgement
Arcana, Trumpeter has been a go-to persona for a while now. With no weaknesses and the
ability to reflect electric and bless attacks, you can see why this is. Great things are expected
from ultimate Personas, and Beelzebub doesn't dissapoint. It has one of the highest base Magic
stats of any Persona in the game at 61, and has attacks such as Maeigaon and Megidolaon to
put it to good use. Not only this, but it learns Curse Amp to further strengthen its attacking
power with Curse spells, and Concentrate to amplify any magical attack by 2. Michael is
hands-down one of the best personas you can get in the game. He has some insanely powerful

attacks as well, with moves like Cosmic Flare, Megidolaon, and Divined Judgement being able
to mess opponents up real good. The only major downside is, as previously mentioned, you
won't be getting your hands on him until you're a significant way through the game. Fafnir
makes its return into Persona 5 for the first time in the series since Persona 2 , and it has some
pretty wicked potential as a late-game Persona. Starting with its resistances, it absorbs Fire and
Nuclear, repels physical and gun, and resists Electric. That's half of the attacking types in the
entire game. Its stats are also excellent, with a base 61 Strength stat and 55 Magic stat to utilize
moves like Gigantomachia and Cosmic Flare. It also learns Debilitate and Nuke Amp, making it
even scarier for any enemy standing in its way. You can only get him once the Judgement
Arcana is completed, but boy is it worth the effort. Again, there are no weaknesses here, so
there's nothing at all to worry about. Satan has some wicked auto moves and some incredibly
powerful attacks that will make boss fights way easier than they should be. There should be no
doubt in your mind about fusing this persona. Maria is an exclusive Persona to Royal and
doesn't disappoint as the ultimate Persona of the Faith Arcana. Maria is one of the last
Personas to acquire in the game, as her base level is 93, tied for second with Lucifer and just
behind Satanael at level She is, without a doubt, the best healer in the entire game, with Saintly
Devotion fully healing and reviving all party members, and Invigorate 3, Saintly Words, and
Saintly Embrace to constantly restore its own HP and SP. Yoshitsune is an advanced fusion in
the game. The recipe for him is only unlocked once Rank 5 of the Strength confidant is
completed. A good chunk of his moves are auto, which will undoubtedly help you out during
battle. Getting in Ziodyne and Elec Amp will turn him into a pretty solid killing machine and
should help take out a good deal of you opponents. This next one is kind of the best persona in
the game by default. Satanael is the ultimate persona of the protagonist and is given to you at
the very end of the game. By Adriano Valente Published Apr 23, Share Share Tweet Email 0.
Related Topics Lists Persona 5 Persona. Of the many things that Persona 5 Royal has
re-vamped from the original Persona 5, perhaps the most crucial one to keep track of is the new
ruleset for persona fusions. Obviously, with the addition of two entirely new arcana, Atlus had
to switch around which arcana combinations resulted in what, throwing out the old fusion table
to bring in a new one. So, what are the new parameters that determine the result of a fusion?
With the increase from 22 arcana to 24, the table that keeps track of almost arcana
combinations looks a little something like this:. The red boxes indicate impossible fusions, all
from the Judgement arcana. Note that fusions with Treasure Demons follow an entirely different
set of rules. The basic formula for determining which persona you'll be getting has to do with
the default level of the personae you're fusing. Meaning, the actual level of the persona you're
using doesn't matter as much as the level they start at naturally. Meaning that the average of the
two personae's level plus 1 0. The game will choose a persona of that level or the next highest
from the designated arcana as the result. Take the first two Temperance arcana personae for
example: Genbu at level 7, and Koppa Tengu at level And Genbu is level 7. And Koppa Tengu is
the Temperance persona of the next highest level after 9. This rule holds even when there is an
absurd distance between the formula number and the level of the resulting persona. For
example, the average level of Arsene Fool lvl. However, there is a slight tweak to the rule when
you fuse two personae of the same arcana together, because both of the ingredient personae
are on the same list that the game chooses the resulting persona from. The same formula still
holds at first: for example, a Makami Temperance lvl. And Koppa Tengu is, itself, level But a
fusion between a Makami and a Koppa Tengu would look like this:. And by this logic, should
result in a Makami , as it is the next highest level persona at level However, Makami is an
ingredient persona in the fusion , and can't just simply be fused back into itself: therefore, the
result is Genbu because it is the next weakest persona after the one that would have been the
result. The only other time this addendum is in effect is when you have not yet unlocked the
persona you're trying to fuse. For example, even if you have the right ingredients to fuse Cybele
ultimate Priestess persona, lvl. Source: wikiwiki. Corin is a writer, cosplayer, and a
sometimes-musician based in Seoul, Korea. They've been managing small online communities
for games since they were fifteen, as well as writing about them incessantly. After graduating
from McGill University with a degree in Cultural Studies, they served lattes at a certain green
apron establishment until being hired on as an Associate Editor at TheGamer. Their interests
include the soundtrack to the Ace Attorney series, aggressive arguments on why Final Fantasy
VIII was a good game, pretentious debates on the creative possibilities of video games as an art
medium, and lots of fanfiction where pretty girls fall in love. You can find them on twitter at
asunnybaecation. And yes, that is their real surname, they promise. By Corin Bae Published Apr
08, Share Share Tweet Email 0. Related Topics Guides Persona 5: Royal. It is advised to finish
up all the requests before entering lowest path of Mementos or before facing the Depths of
Mementos boss. Any persona that you encounter in cognitive palaces can later be found in

Mementos. You can either negotiate or fuse other personas in order to acquire it and add it to
your Persona Compendium. After you max out the confidant, you can fuse for the ultimate
persona, Zaou-Gongen. Justine and Caroline are accessible through the Velvet Room door
entrance. The door entrances are placed in Shibuya, Kichijoji, Shinjuku, and Akihabara. Special
outings or special prisons are new hangout events added to Justine and Caroline. Spending
time with the jailer twins will reward the Protagonist skill cards that can also be helpful for
accomplishing fusion requests. Kushinada-Hime is needed for Lachesis. You might want to fix
that. Then, combine with the others to get the Seth with High Counter. I am having a real hard
time trying to fuse Horus. Apparently, the fusion calculators for Horus is completely different for
the Royal version. You should update this guide to reflect the changes. By the way, does
anyone know how to get a Horus in the Royal version without me chasing down a treasure
demon? Again, all of the fusion calculators available seem to assume the fusions are the same
P5R. They are not, at least for Horus. Yaksini and principality make kushinada for me. For Seth
with High Counter, you can also itemize Ose during an alarm fusion session. What happens if
you miss an outing event? Like if you miss the one where you go to the museum can you not go
to leblanc later? Guillotine Booster is at Level 8 now. Have Special Treatment at Level 5
basically breaks the game, so you might want to refrain from abusing this ability to make the
game fair. Or are those three optional? I wonder whyâ€¦. If you have Ariadne, fuse her with
Regent to get Lachesis. You can also use Clotho and Stone of Scone. However, this may get a
bit grindy unless you have the Fortune Arcana unlocked. Clotho learns Tetraja at level 27 which
can be passed to Lachesis when fusing her with Stone of Scone. Been trying to fuse ame no
uzume in royal but every option listed in the calculator only lets me fuse into some other
persona. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This includes their confidant abilities, fusion requests, and special outing events.
Confidant Guides. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Name Comment. Spedcial Treatment happens at
confidant level 5 in PR5R. What the hell does VIP treatment do exactly? No dialogue choices
needed for Special Prison events. The fusion for the level 5 Setanta is not working.. Phoenix is
in the gameâ€¦base level 22 for the faith arcanaâ€¦. I tried fusing Hecatoncheires with Kushinada
but I get a different result instead. For Rank 6 you need NekoShogun with Dekaja. For the
Persona 5 Royal guide it is not suzaku for rank 4, it is houou. Another alternative for Rank 7,
you can also use Ariadne with Atropos to make Lachesis. I tried to fuse Isis with ame no uzume
and the result kept saying I would get Ariadne. It was doing the same to me, too! Not the Null
Telekinesis listed here. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Allows special fusions involving 3
personas. This can create a powerful persona. Allows a persona in Lockdown to gain resistance
skills. Allows you to pay to fuse personas higher than your current level. Gives a discount for
Special Measures. Jack Frost with Mabufu. Jack Frost will learn Mabufu at level Ame-no-Uzume
with Frei. You can obtain the Skill Card by itemizing Makami Temperance. Flauros with Tarukaja.
Phoenix with Counter. Setanta with Rakukaja. Neko Shogun with Dekaja. Anzu Hierophant
learns Dekaja at level Lachesis with Tetraja. Fuse Thoth with level 25 Anzu Hierophant.
Hecatoncheires with Masukunda. Lilim learns Masukunda at level Bugs with Samarecarm. Hariti
Empress learns Samarecarm at level Seth with High Counter. Use skill card on Seth after fusion.
Option 2: Fuse for Cerberus. It learns High Counter at level Fuse then with Horus to get a Skadi
with High Counter. Option 3: Get Dakini which learns High Counter at level Merge Anubis with
the three other personas mentioned above to get Seth. Allows you to leave a Persona to learn
an attribute resistance. Allows you to learn stronger attribute resistance skills from Lockdown.
This is the first request you receive. After that, level Jack Frost up. He will learn Mabufu at level
Shiisa with Frei. If you want to make Shiisa with Frei, you can use Jack Frost as a fusion
material. But make sure you also use a Makami that already has Frei. Matador with Magaru. One
of them should have Magaru. Make sure one of them has Tarukaja. Ame no Uzume with Dodge

Psy. Kin-ki Chariot learns Dodge Psy at level However, some people have reported that Ame no
Uzume and Isis makes Ariadne. This occurs only if you have the DLC. Players can also fuse
Ariadne with Regent to make Lachesis. Hecatoncheir with Masukunda. Unicorn Hierophant
fused Lilim Devil ; inherit Masukunda. Bugbear with Samarecarm. Use skill card on Seth after
fused. Or For the rank 10 requests, you can fuse Cerberus. Igor Fool. Morgana Magician. Makoto
Priestess. Haru Empress. Yusuke Emperor. Sojiro Hierophant. Ann Lovers. Ryuji Chariot.
Akechi Justice. Futaba Hermit. Chihaya Fortune. Iwai Hanged Man. Takemi Death. Kawakami
Temperance. Ohya Devil. Shinya Tower. Hifumi Star. Mishima Moon. Yoshida Sun. Sae
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